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10 LIFE LESSONS CARING
FOR A PET CAN TEACH YOUR CHILD

healthypets.mercola.com

Responsibility — Caring for a pet requires daily feeding, exercise and playtime, as well as grooming and potty walks. Older children with a pet learn what it means to care for another living creature,
and even younger children can help with feeding and playtime.

Trust — It’s easy to confide in a pet who offers unconditional support in return. Pets make wonderful
trusted companions for children and can be a first step in helping your child build trust in other relationships too.
Compassion — Caring for a pet requires compassion, understanding and empathy. Kids learn to be
kind and to take care of others’ basic needs.
Bereavement — When a beloved pet dies, your child will inevitably feel
the pain of the loss, but he’ll also learn how to cope with sadness and
grief.

Respect — Caring for a pet teaches kids how to respect others. For example,
they learn the proper way to approach, touch, and hold their pet and tend to
his needs. They learn not to disturb him when he’s eating or sleeping.
Self-Esteem — Pets show unconditional love, which can be a great boost
to a child’s self-esteem. So, too, can the satisfaction that comes from
having responsibility and a furry friend who relies on you.
Loyalty — A pet’s loyalty toward her human is unmatched. In turn, children
learn the importance of showing loyalty to their devoted animal companion.
Physical activity — Children with dogs learn how fun physical activity
can be while they play tug-of-war, fetch or go for walks with their pet.
Research shows that children with dogs spend more time being physically
active than children without dogs.

Patience — Bonding with a new pet often takes time. Your child will learn
patience while your new pet becomes comfortable in your home and also
during training.

Social skills — Dogs make wonderful icebreakers for both kids and adults.
Taking your dog for walks as a family can improve your child’s social
skills as you interact with others. Pets may also help children with autism
develop social skills such as sharing.
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Piper O’Regan

Piper is a 1 1/2 year old miniature Australian shepherd who was
adopted from a farm in North Carolina. Her forever family
thinks it is pretty cool that she has 2 different color eyes, one
blue and one auburn. In fact, two other people went to adopt
her first but neither of them wanted a dog with mismatched
eyes. Her family thinks it makes her special. Piper goes by many
nicknames at home: Pipe, Piper Disco, Piperoni and wiggle butt
to name a few. Piper is a fluff ball full of energy! Piper could
play catch for hours and loves to walk at the White Water
Center and swim in the lake. She can often be found cheering
on her “brothers” Gavin and Liam at their soccer and baseball
games. Piper is a super smart Aussie…her favorite tricks are
‘roll over’ and ‘sit pretty.’ And at the end of the day, she likes to
snuggle up in a big pile of pillows! After a fun day at DCC she is
always asleep in the car before they leave the parking lot. Piper
loves her Denver Canine Club family!

